Baby statesmen August 2010

Mary Katherine to M/M Rob Franks (Stacey Vlahos), Birmingham, AL, on May 6.

Franks

Evie Rose to M/M Burt Pickard ’04 (Leigh Bridges), of Cleveland, on June 24.

Pickard
Tucker Boyd to M/M Bubba Hurdle and (Kelli Rosenbaum '05), of , on April 21.

Hurdle

Gavin Nicholas to M/M Chris Lindsey (Vicki Ellis '99) of Cleveland, on December 18.

Lindsey
Beckham Gary to M/M Russell Gainspoletti ’04 (Rivers Gist ‘06), of Cleveland, on April 15.

Gainspoletti

Vernice White II to M/M Vernice White,’04 (Tasha Reed) of Beloit, WI on May 26.

White

John Crawford to M/ M Keith King ’85 (Sandee Wall ’88) of Cleveland, on July 21.